"Developing peace consciousness is a practical project, and the more of us who engage in it every day, the more momentum we add to the future." –Deepak Chopra

Welcome to the launch of The Peace Muse News, the former Easy Access peace newsletter. It's been revamped to, well, give you easier access to the ideas, projects, information, resources and activities that are creating and accelerating a global shift to peace and higher consciousness.

To make your reading experience easier the entire newsletter is below.

In future issues I’ll be expanding the scope of the ideas presented, and welcome your feedback, suggestions and submissions of projects you’d like featured in this newsletter.

Please forward this newsletter to as many of your contacts and friends as possible. I believe it's vital that information about peace initiatives reach a global audience --spreading seeds in the hearts and minds of multitudes of readers to the possibilities of choosing and creating peace, cooperation and understanding. In the future I will be creating an international "Peace" short story writing contest. Is anyone interested?

Okay, enough about me. I invite you to scroll down and engage in the innovative and exciting topics and resources for creating peace in your world:

Join Pete Seeger’s "Water Not War" campaign
Support The Playing for Change Movement
Discover The World Puja Network
Participate in Daily Global Peace Meditations
Explore TheHarmonyProject.org’s "Sacred Paths" to Peace
♥

**Water Not Weapons**

Deep in their hearts, activist and folk music icon Pete Seeger and Phil Sauers, founder of the World Water Rescue Foundation, believe "Water Not Weapons" is a healthy antidote to war, and that that the world’s water problems can be the catalyst for cooperation. They invite you to become Ambassadors for this worldwide citizens' initiative in your country and your institutions, and to make "Water Not Weapons" an influential global slogan. Stick your toe into the Water for all People.
♥

**The Playing for Change Movement**

The Playing For Change Movement was created to help unite humanity through the power of music. Started by a small crew of independent filmmakers who traveled around the world recording and filming live performances by over 100 musicians on 5 continents, the Playing For Change Foundation is dedicated to connecting the world through music by providing resources (including, but not limited to facilities, supplies, and educational programs) to musicians and their communities around the world. Experience how music can bring together people from all cultures and hear the latest recording.
♥

**The Higher Consciousness Network**

The mission of the World Puja Network
(www.WorldPuja.org) is "To inspire and empower humanity to instigate change and catapult an upgraded shift in global consciousness." On this Global Internet Broadcasting Network acclaimed hosts offer daily broadcasts of multi-faceted, cutting edge information to support personal and planetary well-being. All access to the network is free. The site also offers a delightful way to find peace through prayers, mantras and decrees in the World Puja Prayer Temple.

♥

**Daily Global Peace Meditations**

 Twice daily, the Earthdance Peace Watch sets two times for synchronized daily global peace meditations, so everyone around the world is focusing on peace at the same time. Since its inception in 1997, Earthdance has also held synchronized dance and music festivals on over 500 locations in 80 countries, with all events simultaneously joining together in the Prayer for Peace - a powerful moment of coherent intention. The meditation period is 7-minutes. Check for today’s meditation times.

♥

**Sacred Paths to Peace**

The Harmony Project.org is an international peace initiative and learning platform for those who wish to grow stronger in the practice and demonstration of their own faith while honoring and appreciating the sacred in other spiritual paths. The Harmony Project’s exploration of the world’s 14 Sacred Paths highlights how "What joins us is greater than what separates us." To browse, or contribute to its work, kindly visit http://www.theharmonyproject.org/.

♥
About us

Thank you for reading! I hope you enjoyed the Peace Muse News. My goal is for it to circle the earth—supporting the peace programs and to remind us that we can choose to focus on peace rather than fear. Please forward this newsletter to your friends and ask them to email PeaceMuseInfo@aol.com with "Subscribe" in the subject line.

I am a published author, freelance editor, the Associate Editor of Velocity magazine, and a former Miami Herald columnist. I'm currently accepting fiction and nonfiction editing projects. Please visit www.TheBookMuse.com or email me at TheBookMuse@aol.com.

Thank you,
Nancy